Como prayer team. It’s been awhile since I’ve provided an update. The Comos are doing well as you will
read in the message below. There are several praises including better working environments for both Lisa
and Jason. Also, it appears that the kids are doing well with their respective schooling situations and have
friends to run around with. They specifically request prayers for the political situation in Honduras. Pray
for peace in Honduras and safe passage to La Ceiba.
****************************************************************************
Hi Steve,
Thanks for checking in with us. We are doing well here in Honduras, enjoying our work and school.
Jason is loving his work in the hospital -- finding it to be very fulfilling and challenging. He has even been
able to be the primary operator on many c-sections, which has been a long time dream of his. He gets to
see a wide variety of medical conditions and is learning a lot. He gets to treat many conditions that he
would never see in the U.S.
I have been working in administration of the hospital and school, and am enjoying having something to do
to structure my time and to feel like I am contributing to the mission. The kids are doing great as well. The
boys are doing well with homeschooling and Ana is loving going to the bi-lingual school that is run by the
hospital. Then in the afternoons they run around and play with the other missionary kids. It's a really great
setting for them.
The major prayer request we have right now is that the country has been in political upheaval after the
recent presidential elections in early December. There have been riots and protests, including blocking
the roads into/out of major cities. This has been an issue for us, since we have to travel into the closest
city (La Ceiba) to get groceries and household supplies. It has been very stressful. Each time there is a
lull in the protests we try to make it into town before the rioting starts up again. Please pray for peace for
Honduras and safe passage into La Ceiba for us.
That's all I can think of right now. We hope and pray that all is well back in Minnesota. We miss our
church family!
Lisa

